Recent experimental measurements of atomic electron binding energies, Is to 6p3/2' for certain of the transuranic elements are incorporated into interpolation and extrapolation procedures yielding new recommendations for the electron binding energies from Z = 84 to 103.
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The recent improvements in the quality of the numerical self-consistent-field programs for calculating relativistic eigenvalues [8] or binding energies [9] do include, in the main "electrostatic energy" term (calculated by Dirac-Fock [8] or Dirac-Slater [9] prescription) the single electron wave function configuration that minimizes the energy at each Z. Thus they each do a much better job in following the actual Z dependence of the binding energies across shell edges than polynomials we have tested. We have tested and used them both as reference functions for interpolating and smoothing the experimental data. The differences between the calculated values and the experimental values (or their averages) are plotted for each subshell as a function of Z A smooth curve drawn through the points can be read to 1 eV accuracy, and subtracting these smooth values from the calculated values yields the recommended values for the binding energies. Thus, as ~e demonstrate, it is principally the experimental values that in the end determine the recommendations in this empirical analysis, the local calculated reference value "cancelling out." Both calculations [8, 9] follow the course of true binding energies sufficiently well to enable smooth interpolation of the difference function across shell edges.
As will be seen, the plotted differences (calculated -experiment) still show local waves which differ somewhat for the different reference functions. These point to residual inaccuracies in the calculations in regions where the data are known to be accurate. Such waves in the differences make it very difficult to choose a suitahle order for a polynomiAl (nor is there any theoretical guide thereto) to be used to calculate a least squares computer fit to the differences. In comparison to a numerical fit to an arbitrary polynomial, we adopt the policy of a smooth interpolating curve without local waves. We believe the smooth curve as fit by. eye with a spline yields more credible predictions for the binding energies, without additionally attenuating the accuracy (error estimates) justified by the quality of the input experimental data. 'We offer supporting evidence in section 2.
The eigenvalucs of Deaclaux [8] from whieh wc subtract the input data are the result of a Dirac-Fock frozen orbital procedure. They are only the Koopman's theorem -approximation to binding energies. The differences which we plot are. in fact, approximately the sum of the excluded relaxation and field-theoretic contributions to a complete binding energy calculation. (These terms depend smoothly on Z, being independent of particular configurations.) Thus, the differences to experimental data and their Z dependence are much larger than those referred to the true binding energies calculated by Huang et al. [9] , which include the extra terms. (See ordinates of figures 2 and 3A.) Nevertheless, we find that the Desclaux eigenvalues yield binding energy predictions by our method in p.ycp.l1p.nt agreement with those derived using the Huang et a1. calculations as reference in the most severe test cases, the K and L shells (see figure 4 ). Moreover, for the K shell the figure 3A (K shell; Huang et al. [9] values) the failure of the smooth curve to fit the data averages at any Z in the range 90-96 compared to the corresponding fits in figure 2 and figure 3B, which use Desclaux's [8] values and similarly locally smooth curves.
These observations and other local differences lead us to use as reference only the Desclaux values for all shells beyond the K shell. In figure 5b we also show the difference function for the L3 shell referred to the Huang et al. values.
Test of the Method
In order to test the use of the calculated eigenvalues [8] and binding energies [9] as described above, we display in figure 1 the two plots for the ~ shell differences to the data for the Z range 41 to 83 where all values are accurately measured. Note this range spans the filling of the 4d, the 5p, and the 4f The fact that more than 5% of the points do not lie within 20" of either smooth curve can be attributed mainly to two causes other than perhaps some optimistic assignment of a standard error by an experimenter. Most of these data rely on a photoelectron measurement on a solid sample for at . least one and usually several shells for each Z, i.e., with the atom in question in a particular chemical state. No anempt is made to make any adjustment for the fact that the chemical state can affect the measured binding energy by several eV. The calculations of eigenvalues and binding energies, of course. are made for free atoms. Therefore, some of the deviations from the smooth curves can be attributed to differences in chemical shifts with Z.
The second reason for scatter around the smooth curves is due to the calculations. This assertion can be verified from a series of measurements on rare earths [6] , all made with the same technique and instrumentation, in which some evidence is presented that each element was in a similar oxide state.
When the results for the kJ. shell (as also for the K, LI and La shells) from this series of measurements (all within the filling of the 4f shell) are subtracted from a parabolic function, it is clear that the values proceed smoothly, within the 1 e V errors, as a function of Z (the insert in figure 1 shows this plot; note the break at Z=57, the shell edge). Comparison to the same Z range on the other plots shows that the local deviation at Gd (Z=64) in our plots (of the differences between the calculated eigenvalues or binding energies and experimental values) is clearly due to the calculations and not to the experiment.
In the same region (lanthanides) but for the outer 6s shell, both a similar calculation [10] and the experiment show a similar local excessive increase of several e V in binding enerf:5Y at Z = 64 w hI. tht:: inegular 4f 7 Gd6s 2 configul'ation (nearby lanthanides have no 5d electrons). The local increase persists even to the innermost shells in the calculation but not experimentally. The explanation for this is not clear. but it has been suggested [11] that if the calculations were done for atoms with a configuration more appropriate to the solid state that the increase in the calculated binding energy at Z = 64 would not occur.
From the residual deviations of the accurate data from the smooth curves in the tests of the technique exhibited in figure 1, we are led to the conclusion that, using this method, an interpolated value can be assigned a "standard error" not less than about 5 e V. Errors assigned to extrapolations, of course, are increased as the distance from measured values increases (see figures 2, 3, and 4). Thus an "error band" is defined for each graph. .
Results and Discussion
In figure 2 the differences between Desclaux's eigenvalues fm the K 5hell and the weighted average5 of the experimental data at each Z are plotted for the range 73·Z -< 100. The 73000 eV span of the data is thus reduced to 700 eV, so the smoothing curve can be read to 1 e V on a 4-fold expanded plot. To show the differences on a still more expanded ordinate scale a parabolic function F(Z) following the trend of the differences was subtracted and the remainder plotted in figure 3B . Here we can also show the individual data points and their errors; solid bars denote K x-ray measurements and dashed bars denote internal conversion electron spectroscopic results. The smooth curve was drawn independently of that in figure 2 . Figure 3A gives the difference between the Huang et a1. K shell binding energies, as revised (personal communication [9] ), and the data. Again the smooth curve is independent of the others.
Smoothed values for the K binding energies were obtained from all· three curves. The differences among these, each referred to the value from the figure 2 curve, are shown in figure 4 as grouped triads of error bars at each Z, as a function of Z. Clearly the differences among the three sets of values are nowhere as large as the individual assigned errors. Thus we give the average of the three values. at each Z as our recommendation for the K binding energy, with an error assignment given by the envelope of figure 4. We call attention to a thus far inexplicable trend in the K 5hell data. In both figures 3a and 3b one observes an increasing deviation above Z = 95 between the smooth (solid) curve through the averages of all the data, determined mainly by the many accurate K x-ray measurements at Z = 95-100 but including the data from the internal conversion electron spectroscopy at Z = 98 and 100, and the dashed curve which follows the trend of the latter measurements only. (The dashed curve leads to higher K binding energies.) The latter measurements are our own [12, 13] and are themselves averages of many measurements, e.g., ten at Z = 100; in view of the deviation we have carefully reanalyzed them and find no reason to change them. Thus the trend of the deviation, while not outside reasonable statistical expectations, is perhaps suggestive of the onset at very high Z, where K vacancy lifetimes ::::; 10-17 s, of a significant reduction of K x-ray energies below the difference of the adiabatic binding. energies of the initial and final vacancy states. In earlier work [14] we have shown that, at Z = 95, such possible non-adiabaticity equals 0 ± 12 eVe At Z = 100 the deviation is about + 30 eV, twice the assigned (external) error of our recommended binding energy, which is is challenging for future experiments, and may conceal fundamental physics. In figures 5-9 are shown the plots for the other individual shells. These plots all refer to Desclaux's [8] eigenvalues except figure 5b for which the references are the La binding cncrgics of Huang ct a1. [9] . The L3 binding cncrgies obtain cd from this smooth curve agree with those from curve 5a within the range -1 to + 3 e V from 84 <. Z <. 103, with an average difference of 0.7 e V compared,to our average assigned error of 4.5 eV in this range. (See table 1.) On the basis of this excellent agreement we refer all the other plots only to Desclaux's eigenvalues.
In a few cases where experiments report averages for unresolved spin-orbit splitting in the outer shells we have components. There is evidence that 5ds /2 peaks in photoelectron experiments [15] are smeared in energy ( ....... 10 eV) for those cases in which the Sf shell is partially filled. No values for this subs hell are given in [15] . adjusted, if necessary, to the "metal" or "condensed elemental" state. If, for example, the original experimental work indicates source deposition in an isotope-separator with low ion energy or thin vacuum-evaporated films, both exposed to air in the source handling process, the quoted experimental valuee. have been reduced by 3 e V fO!" iuuer :;hdh; aIllI 2 e V for the P shells to account for the shift from the oxide environment to a "metal" environment.
One other adjustment we have made occurs at Z = 96 at the irregular 5f7 6d7 S 2 configuration analagous to the halffilled 4f shell at Z = 64. Fortunately we have some photoelectron data [15] for the outer shells which confirms a smooth experimental behavior compared to a jump in both the calculated eigenvalue [8] and calculated binding energy [9] at Z 96. Consequently, we have recommended values at Z = 96 which are smooth interpolations between neighboring recommended values. The adjustment is 5 to 6 e V for the inner shells and becomes smaller for the outer shells.
The binding energies given in table 1 are the energies required to move an electron from the particular orbit to the Fermi level in a solid source. The electronic work .function of the material, typically 3-5 e V, is not included; see discussions in [1] [2] [3] . In comparing these energies to those from calculations for free atoms, the neglect of the electron work function, as well as the neglect of the energy needed to extract the resulting inner-vacancy ion from the solid, this latter energy being very difficult to measure or to estimate, must be taken into account. 'These corrections may total + (5-10) eV.
However, since these corrections should depend very little on the particular inner shell ionized, they would not affect comparison to calculated x-ray energies. In table 2 is exhibited a comparison of some of the present recommended values with others which have appeared as well as some calculations where they exist. For Z=87, which falls roughly in the middle of the interpolation region between Z = Hi) to YU, we see that the present recommended values are generally 2 to 14 eV lower than the Bearden and Burr interpolation (up to 'N5) and the ESCA interpolation (from N5 to the outer shells) except at N2 and N3 where our value5 are ,...., 20 e V larger, significant compared to our estimated errors of --5 eV. At Z=100 we see an example of the very poor K shell values which were the result of early calculations [16] quoted in Bearden and Burr (98<Z<103) and in subsequent tabulations [2, 5] but corrected by the semi-empirical calculations of Carlson et al. [4] . Note also the high P shell extrapolation of Lotz [3] at Z= 100 and 103 made without benefit of recent experimental values for Z;>92.
In with those from the least~squares fit of an even Z8 polynomial to the data from Z=90:-100 by Krause and Nestor [17] , and with the recent calculations by Carlson and Nestor [17] , and from the (revised) binding energies of Huang et a1. [9] . One sees the tendency of the polynomial fit, column 3, to deviate sharply above its fitting range. In early attempts we have made similar observations. The aggreement with the semiempirically fitted calculations of Carlson and Nestor [17] is much more uniform and the values from Huang et a1. [9] tend to diverge significantly at higher Z. Table I Recommended values for each subshell are underlinea.
Prefatory Comments on
Recommended values marked * are actual experimental values (or averages) instead of value from graphical smoothing procedure. This choice is made only if error bar of experimental average lies entirely inside estima~ed error band of graph. Standard errors given as less than 1 e V in input data are given here as 1 eV. Errors assigned to averages of input data are larger of internal and external errors. For the K shell the error assignments are given by the envelope of the error bars in figure 4 . The error band width for the L and higher shells is ±5 eV from.Z=83-96; at .higher Z it flares out as shown in figure 5 and in this table.
D nder each recommended value are listed all input data with references. Each reference is coded with the measuring technique: p = photoelectron spectroscopy; e = internal conversion electron spectroscopy; a = x-ray absorption edge; x=x-ray transition RiSj plus Sj-shell binding energy (Sjshell binding energy from this table for Z above 83, or from refs. [1 and 2] for 73<;Z<83).
For the range 73<;Z<;83 used in the interpolating graphs the references to input data are: p-I9, 20, 21, 22; x-I8.
All those experimental input values for Z>94 derived from internal conversion or photoelectron spectroscopy on oxidecoated sources have been reduced by 3 e V for shells K to 05 and by 2 e V for the P shell, in the smoothing graphs and in this table, to account for the shift from the oxide environment to a "metal" environment. 
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